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ABSTRACT

Our work deals with the classical problem of merging
heterogeneous and asynchronous parameters� It�s well
known that lip reading improves the speech recognition
score� specially in noisy conditions � so we study more
precisely the modeling of acoustic and articulatory pa�
rameters to propose new Automatic Speech Recognition
systems� We use a segmental pre�processing� a robust
unit �the pseudo�diphone� and we compare a global
HMM and a master�slave HMM� We con�rm through
experiments the importance of labial features in clean
and noisy environment�

� Introduction

It is largely accepted that speech communication is mul�
timodal � the principle �stimuli� are oral and visual
�stimuli�� Cognitive research has shown that the au�
ditive recognition is greatly improved when the auditor
sees the lips of the speaker� and that it is more bene�t
when he sees the whole �gure� specially in noisy envi�
ronment 	Sumby 
��� 	Benoit ���

Classical Automatic Speech Recognition �ASR� systems
are now e�ective� but their performances decrease in
adverse conditions� The purpose of recent researches is
to extract acoustic parameters more robust to the noise
or to adapt models to every new condition 	Siohan 
��

An alternative approach consists of introducing new pa�
rameters as the characteristics of the lips� But this raises
two main questions� �How do humans fuse the auditory
and visual informations � At what level �� and � How
can ASR systems integrate them � Has an automatic
system to copy the human behavior ��

Studies in perception have tried to answer the �rst ques�
tion and suggest various integration models 	Robert�
Ribes ���

Previous works have shown the ability of Arti�cial Neu�
ral Networks 	Yuhas �� 	Watanabe ��� and Hidden
Markov Models �HMM� to integrate acoustic and visual
speech signals into an ASR system and to increase the
recognition scores specially in noisy conditions� When
HMM are used� three alternatives have been studied �

� a Direct Identi�cation Model� One HMM is per�
formed and the observations are composed of the
concatenation of visual and acoustic data� the fu�
sion process takes place before the classi�cation
	Adjoudani 
��

� a Separated Identi�cation Model� An acoustic
HMM and a visual HMM process separately and
respectively the acoustic data and the visual ones�
then a decision is applied �expert rules� combina�
tion of probabilities or fuzzy scores� 	Foucault ���

These two approaches are automatic versions of the
models proposed by perception studies�

� a Product Model� A global HMM is obtained as the
product of two HMMs �product measure�� the ob�
servation inputs are composed of the concatenation
of the visual and acoustic data and the decoding is
global through the HMM product 	Jourlin 
��

In spite of these tentatives� the di�culties to merge au�
tomatically such hetereogenous data remain unsolved �
the signal sampling rates are very di�erent� visual obser�
vation extraction is issued from a sophisticated process�
ing 	Lallouache ��� and the phenomena of lips reten�
tion and anticipation� is not actually correctly modeled
	Abry ����
Our work deals with another way of combining these
two streams of information� We suggest a speech recog�
nition system composed of a segmental pre processing
of the two signals� and a linguistic decoding based on a
master�slave HMM 	Brugnara �� and a pseudo�diphone
representation of words � our purpose is to correlate the
two identi�cations during the identi�cation process�
In this paper� after a description of the signal pre�
processings and a presentation of the decoder� we com�
ment some results when the application is the automatic
recognition of connected spelled French letters� We com�
pare this approach to the classical one where a global
observation vector �concatenation of the labial vector
and the acoustic one� is decoded by a global centisec�
ond HMM� for two di�erent environments�
These recognition systems have been studied within the
framework of the AMIBE project �Applications Multi�



modales pour Interfaces et Bornes Evolu�ees� supported
by the PRC�s Informatique �Coordinated Research Pro�
grams of the CNRS��

� Description of the ASR systems

As we say previously� to merge labial and acoustic fea�
tures� we suggest and compare four systems� Each one
involves basically two components � a pre�processing
and a linguistic decoder�

��� The signal pre�processings

In what concerns the visual input� we have three labial
signals �one triplet each ��ms� which correspond to
three main characteristics of lip gestures 	Abry ����
namely horizontal width �A� and vertical height �B� of
the internal lip opening� and internal lip area �S�� Note
that these parameters are correlated as future experi�
ments show it� The acoustic signal is sampled to ��kHz�
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Figure �� Segmental pre�processing of the acoustic sig�
nal and the labial curves

We have distinguished and compared two pre�
processings �

� the classical centisecond analysis� For each acous�
tic frame of �� ms� �� channel Mel power spec�
trum is obtained by applying triangular windows
on the FFT output� From this� � Mel Frequency
scale Cepstrum Coe�cients �MFCC� are computed�
A regression upon �ve adjacent frames gives their
derivatives �� MFCC�� At these �� coe�cients are
appended the energy of the frame and its deriva�
tive �E� � E�� Parallelly� an interpolation computed
upon each labial signal provides every ��ms three
features A� B� C and a regression gives �A� �B�
�S�

� the segmental analysis� The acoustic signal is au�
tomatically segmented by the Forward�Backward
divergence method 	Andr�e�Obrecht ���� without a
priori knowledge� A sequence of acoustic steady
and transient segments are obtained ��gure ���



A ��ms window is centered on each segment and
the previous cepstral analysis is performed to pro�
vide � MFCC and the energy E� A regression upon
the adjacent windows gives the derivatives of these
parameters �� �MFCC� �E��

The boundaries of the acoustic segmentation are
projected on the labial signals� and on each seg�
ment� means and derivatives ��A� �B� �S� are
computed�

Finally� the pre�processing module provides a vector
of �� components� corresponding to �� acoustic coef�
�cients� � labial ones� For the centisecond approach� it
is the feature vector of a frame of ��ms� for the seg�
mental one� it�s this of a segment� In this last case�
the segment duration �T in ms� is appended to the vec�
tor� The same pre�processing is used during the

training phase and the recognition phase�

��� The linguistic decoder

The statistical model of the linguistic decoder is based
on HMMs� We compare two kinds of models �

� The Reference Model Mref � It is built hierar�
chically by introducing the elementary unit � the

pseudo�diphone� a steady part of phone or a transi�
tion between two phones� Each word of the appli�
cation is described with these units� Each unit is
modeled by a very simple HMM �� pdf per model�
for the segmental analysis and � for the centisec�
ond one� except for silence where we use � pdfs�
The observation input may be the previous feature
vector or only of its components�

� The Master�Slave HMMMart�Macous� It is based
on two parallel HMMs� a master model which is a
classical HMM and a slave model whose parameters
�transition matrix and pdfs� are probabilistic func�
tions of the state of the master model 	Brugnara ���
For our purpose� the master model� the articulatory
modelMart� is an ergodic model of three states and
three pdfs� The observation input is composed of
the � labial coe�cients� The slave model� the acous�
tic model Macous� has the same topology as the
Reference Model Mref � but its observation input
is composed only of the acoustic parameters �and
eventually of the segment duration��

� Experiments

��� Database and assessment of the Reference

Model

Our experimental application is the recognition of the
�� french spelled letters� The sentences are sequences
of four connected letters and the experiment is mono
speaker� The training database is made of �
� sentences
���� letters� and the test one� �� sentences � �� letters��
To assess the Reference Model� we use three di�erent
observation inputs � the segmental labial inputs� the

segmental acoustic inputs and the centisecond acoustic
inputs� we make the dimension of the input vector vary�
We report in table � the best performances obtained by
each category� and the description of the input vector�

Recognition Training Test
system set set

labialMref

A B 
� � �� �
A B �A �B �� � � �

segmental Mref

�MFCC E T ��� � ����
centisecond Mref

�MFCC E 
 � ��� �

Table �� Best Recognition Rates using the Reference
Model�

Perception results are con�rmed by the �rst experi�
ment � the lip reading allows about �� � of good recog�
nition and two parameters as A and B are su�cient� S
is too correlated to A and B to bring more informations�

The best performance is obtained by a segmental pre�
processing� it proves that the pseudo�diphone unit is
very appropriate to this pre�processing� With the
derivatives �labial and acoustic�� we observe a decrease
of the recognition rates� the database may be not large
enough�

��� Mref versus Mart �Macous

We use the labial and the acoustic information simulta�
neously� when using the two kinds of pre�processing and
the two kinds of linguistic decoders� in clean environ�
ments� For every con�guration� we make the dimension
of the labial input vector and this of the acoustic one
vary � in this paper� we give the best combinations�

Recognition Training Test
system set set

segmental
�MFCC� E� T

A� B ��� � ����
centisecond

�MFCC� E� ��MFCC� �E
A ��� � ��� �

Table �� Best Recognition Rates obtained by the
reference modelMref in clean conditions

The table � shows the recognition rates when using the
Reference Model� When comparing them to the scores
reported in table �� we observe an increase of the perfor�
mances by introducing one or two labial parameters �A�
B�� This increase is more important with the centisecond
pre�processing�



Recognition Training Test
system set set

segmental
�MFCC� E� T
A� B� �A� �B �� � ����
centisecond

�MFCC� E� ��MFCC� �E
A� B ��� � ��
 �

Table �� Best Recognition Rates obtained by the
master�slave model in clean conditions

The table � shows the same results when using the mas�
ter slave model � we observe� for the centisecond pre
processing� an increase still more important� We notice
the introduction of the cepstral derivatives is necessary
only in the case of the centisecond analysis�

��� In adverse conditions

We add a �cocktail party� noise to the acoustic signal
�SNR � ��dB�� The segmentation process is not e�cient
enough to use in these conditions� So we present here
the assessment of the two linguistic decoders combined
with the centisecond analysis �table ���
Obviously we observe a decrease� and the Reference
Model seems to give better results� Therefore the di�er�
ence between the training recognition rate and the test
one� leads us to think the database isn�t large enough to
correctly learn a master�slave model whose parameter
number is much bigger� It is a real di�culty to have
e�cient labial parameters and large database �

Recognition Training Test
system set set
Mref

�MFCC� E
A� B ��� � �� �

Mart �Macous

�MFCC� E� ��MFCC� �E
A� B� �A� �B 
 � �� �

Table �� Best Recognition Rates obtained in noisy
conditions�

For all the experiments� the derivatives don�t bring any
great improvement� but this may be also explained by
the previous reasons� a too small database� Other ex�
periments will be performed to justify this assertion�

� Comments

We have described several statistical approaches to
merge articulatory and acoustic informations� We have
compared them to a classical centisecond acoustic ap�
proach based on HMM� We prove that the best perfor�
mances are obtained when introducing a labial vector�
The scores we observe for the segmental analysis are
quite good� but we hope much more � a previous study
shows that the segmental approach may provide quite

good results� specially with telephonic speech� and we
have proved the pseudo�diphone unit is quite adequate
to this pre�processing� The cocktail noise is the �rst
case where the segmentation is not so e�cient� so the
�rst next experiments must clarify this point�
The second point concerns the master�slave model � its
scores are good but they appear a little worse than the
Reference Model ones � as previously say� the number of
parameters of the slave model model is very important�
the database is not su�cient to learn them� Currently
a new database has been recorded� the conditions are
more realistic� New experiments will be performed and
other noisy conditions will be experimented�
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